he had contacted infl uential persons in Persia, among them Shaykh al-Eslām of Isfahan, Mirzā Mortazā, with whom Jean-François Rousseau had long been friends (AMFAE, MD/Perse, VI, doc. 19, fol., 105r) , and who had confi ded in him the eagerness of Fath-ʿAli Shah to establish relations with Napoleon. In this same letter Rousseau touches upon the detailed plan that he had made long before on how to drive away the British from India, and points out possible ways to proceed along with potential allies. In his plan, a tripartite alliance between France, Persia and Kandahar would take place, and FathʿAli Shah would be the mediator between Kandahar and France. Should the emperor approve this plan and decide to send an ambassador to the king of Persia, Rousseau suggested that he choose a person whose interest in the mission would be complemented by a knowledge of the traditions and customs of Persia. He also, noting his solid knowledge of Persia, Persians and the current events at the royal court in Tehran, indicated his readiness to leave for Tehran, "notwithstanding his age," in order to prepare the necessary grounds for the mission's accomplishment. He further demanded that, should the emperor order him to go, his son, Joseph Rousseau, would accompany him (in many documents kept in AMFAE, J.-F. Rousseau and J.-B. Rousseau are mentioned as Rousseau, the father, and Rousseau, the son). According to him, his son, despite his relatively young age (24 years old), knew all oriental languages and was prepared for diplomatic service. He emphasized that, despite the considerable amount of money used by the British ambassador in Persia, he could achieve better success than the British, due to his experience and enthusiasm (AMFAE, CP/Perse , VIII, doc. 64, fol. 182r-189v). 2 It is not impossible that the plan of the mentioned expedition, in a certain way, was conditioned by J.-F. Rousseau's non-objective attitude. Jean Raymond, an ex-sergeant of the East India Company and an eye-witness, writes that the primary concern of Hartford Johnes, the Resident of Great Britain in Baghdad since 1798, was the urgent deportation of Jean-Francois Rousseau from this town (AMFAE, CP/Perse, VIII, doc. 165, fol. 399r). After the French invasion of Egypt, J.-F. Rousseau was put in shackles and thrown into the prison of Mardin. He remained in prison for eleven months before his friend, Solaymān, the Pasha of Baghdad (1777-1802), could liberate him (Rousseau, pp. iv-x) .
